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at BdC, we believe strong leadership is the key to building a strong 

business. that’s especially true in today’s hyper-competitive world 

where entrepreneurs have to find ways to become ever more 

innovative, agile and productive.

good leadership starts with a clear vision of where your business 

is headed and a plan to get you there. then you have to rally your 

employees to achieve your shared goals with honest, inspiring and 

consistent communications. that’s a tall order, and to achieve it 

entrepreneurs must commit themselves to sharpening their leadership 

skills. they have to learn how to recruit the best employees, entrust 

them with responsibility and then offer feedback based on results.

great leaders also understand that communication has to be in both 

directions. it’s essential not only to be transparent about the company’s 

situation and your expectations, but also to truly listen to employees’ 

opinions and concerns. after all, they are close to the evolving 

challenges facing your business, whether it’s a production bottleneck, 

a customer complaint or trouble brewing at an important supplier. 

their intimate knowledge of your company and industry makes them a 

rich source of ideas to boost your competitiveness and help you grow.

of all leadership skills, often the toughest to master is striking the 

proper balance between maintaining control over the business and 

delegating authority to employees. however, getting it right allows you 

to step back when necessary to focus on more strategic tasks while 

developing your employees by giving them more responsibility.

leadership skills can be developed through training, coaching and 

experience. at BdC, we work hard to understand your business and 

help you to become a better manager. for us, it’s entrepreneurs first. 

we’re here to talk when you are. 
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Up
fRont

meeting with success
heRe’s how to tame 
youR unRuly Business 
meeting cultuRe
poorly managed meetings are a productivity black hole 
for many businesses. they’re time wasters and frustration 
creators. so get them under control. Your team will thank 
you and your business will benefit.
here are 10 strategies to improve your 

company’s meeting culture.

1 reduce the number of meetings 

by finding other ways to 

address business. if you’re simply 

sharing information or reviewing 

project status, for example, 

consider e-mail or other written 

communications. your employees 

will be grateful and use the time 

more productively.

2 if  you’re undecided 

whether or not you need 

a meeting, ask yourself: do 

i need the input of other 

people to make team-based  

decisions or solve a conten-

tious issue? if not, you may 

not have a valid reason to 

hold that meeting.

3 Create a company 

culture where meetings 

are valued and respected. if  you 

allow people to be systematically late or arrive 

unprepared, you are sending out a message 

that your meetings are unimportant. Close 

the door once the meeting begins and don’t 

start over for latecomers.

4 send an agenda in advance so 

that participants can be fully prepared. 

Be sure it is action oriented. if  participants 

aren’t key to achieving a goal, they shouldn’t 

be there. you can allot specific times for 

each topic to keep the meeting on track 

and request that somebody take notes.

5 if  you find you’re attending too many 

meetings, check with the organizer 

to see whether your presence is necessary. 

maybe you can assign somebody else on your 

team to attend.

6 if  you hold a meeting to solve a 

problem, start with a brainstorming 

session first to stimulate creativity; write ideas 

somewhere visible in the room and don’t 

censor employee input. once everybody has 

had a chance to express his or her point of  

view, you and your team can decide which 

ideas work best.

7 keep the atmosphere positive. 

don’t criticize colleagues at meetings. 

if participants become angry or highly 

critical, politely draw them back to the 

original agenda.

8 to keep your meetings shorter, 

give the participants brief  

summaries of topics and avoid 

handing out lengthy documents. 

if people are flipping through a 

powerpoint while you talk, they’re 

probably not listening.

9 if  you reach a stalemate 

on a contentious issue, 

know when to move on; don’t 

linger on issues because you 

can’t reach a consensus. Come 

back to it at a later date.

10 Close with an action plan and 

circulate it at the end of the 

meeting. Ensure that everyone leaves knowing 

what is expected of them. 

Find more business tips at BDC’s online 
Advice Centre at www.bdc.ca

I L L U S T R A T I O N :  L U C  M E L A N S O N
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BenchmaRking youR way to the top
Every company’s financial statements tell a story and being able to read and understand 
that story is crucial to boosting your operational efficiency, cash flow and profits.

Benchmarking is one 

powerful way of using 

your finances to improve 

your performance. 

the technique involves 

comparing your 

performance on key 

indicators to industry 

standards to identify 

weaknesses and 

opportunities to boost 

liquidity, profits 

and growth.

“Benchmarking 

financial statements 

quickly tells manage-

ment exactly where 

it needs to improve,” 

BdC Consulting senior 

manager Eric giroux says. 

“from there, you can 

evaluate the benefits of  

making specific changes.”

for example, if  a business has 

$10 million in sales and a gross 

profit margin of 25% while the 

industry average is 30%, then 

operating at industry levels means 

a gain of $500,000.

once you’ve benchmarked and 

identified areas for improvement, 

it’s time to look even deeper and 

make an action plan. your detective 

work will often produce big benefits.

Early detection of potential 

problems. drilling down into 

your leverage and liquidity ratios 

can help you identify and address 

emerging problems stemming 

from financing of assets or 

current obligations.

improved working capital 

management. this generally 

calls for better control of  

accounts receivable, accounts 

payable and inventory. 

a typical action plan might call 

for training accounting staff, 

implementing stricter accounting 

procedures and adopting lean 

manufacturing techniques.

a sharper focus on profits. 

detailed gross margin analysis 

by specific product and service 

will identify winners and losers. 

from there you can adjust your 

inventory while focusing your 

sales and marketing resources on 

your most profitable offerings. 

BDC Consulting offers the COMPASS 
program to help entrepreneurs 
benchmark their performance, 
identify areas for improvement 
and take action.

 my Best 
advice
Before becoming a full-time 

entrepreneur, i worked as 

a manager for a technology 

company. the CEo was a brilliant 

businessperson and a natural at 

technology who came from an 

agricultural and manufacturing 

background. one day, when 

we were discussing management 

philosophy, he told me to 

“follow the mice.”

on seeing my utterly confused 

expression, he elaborated that 

when you see a mouse in the 

barn, you need to assume that 

there isn’t just one. follow the 

mouse and you’ll find the nest.

this advice has become a 

cornerstone of my management 

philosophy and has served me 

incredibly well on my entre pre-

neurial journey, for which i am 

grateful. it taught me to keep an 

eye on the little problems before 

they become big problems. it 

also taught me to develop an 

instinct for when to dig deeper 

for answers and take action when 

something doesn’t “smell right.” 

Modern Earth is an Internet services 
company headquartered in Winnipeg, 
serving more than 700 clients across 
North America with web design, 
online marketing and e-learning. 
Dan Belhassen is a former winner of  
a BDC Young Entrepreneur Award.

sixty-sECond 
CoaCh

dan Belhassen 
prEsidEnt,  
modErn Earth wEB dEsign



eMpLoYers’ 
reasons for 
investing in 

diversitY and 
incLUsion

access a broader talent pool 57%

Be an employer of choice 55%
Enhance corporate 
social responsibility 47%

improve customer relations 32%

mirror local demographics 32%

mirror organization’s customer base 29%

improve innovation capabilities 16%

access new domestic markets 14%

meet legal requirements 13%

access new global markets 4%

other 8%

notE: EmployErs wErE askEd to idEntify thEir top thrEE rEasons. 

sourCE: IMMIgrANtS AS INNOvAtOrS: BOOStINg CANADA’S glOBAl COMPEtItIvENESS, 

thE ConfErEnCE Board of Canada, oCtoBEr 2010.
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top tech investments
A recent BDC survey indicates that the top technology priority for Canadian 

entrepreneurs over the next 12 to 18 months will be building their online 
capability. Several studies have found that information and communications 
technologies investments have a direct impact on innovation and productivity.

weB pResence 
wEBsitE dEvElopmEnt, 
E-CommErCE, onlinE 

transaCtions, soCial 
nEtworking, wEB 2.0, 

soCial mEdia

62%
haRdwaRe 

infRastRuctuRe 
dEsktop pCs, maCs, laptops, 

nEtBooks, fax maChinEs, 
printErs, sErvErs, storagE

40%

Business solutions 
aCCounting, CustomEr 

rElationship managEmEnt, 
BusinEss intElligEnCE, 

pErformanCE 
managEmEnt, opErations/

produCtion softwarE

35%

moBile solutions 
wirElEss dEviCEs, 

softwarE/data sErviCEs

34%

secuRity
BaCkup, disastEr 

rECovEry and BusinEss 
Continuity solutions

25%

softwaRe 
infRastRuctuRe

opErating systEms, 
systEms managEmEnt, 

nEtwork managEmEnt, 
virtualization

24%

content, 
communications 

and collaBoRation 
solutions

offiCE appliCations, 
mEssaging, sharEd onlinE 

rEsourCEs

18%

telephony

17%

custom application 
development

15%

seRvices
systEms intEgration, 

training

14%

alteRnative 
softwaRe licensing 

models 
softwarE-as-a-sErviCE, 
appliCation hosting, 

appliCation outsourCing, 
Cloud Computing, opEn 

sourCE

10%

otheR

4%

Up
fRont

Multiple answers were allowed. therefore, the total exceeds 100%.  
BDC is currently recruiting Canadian professionals and entrepreneurs to join our viewPoints 
panel. Apply at www.bdcviewpoints.com
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coveR
storY

a shared sense  
of Mission

By riChard andrEws

grEat BossEs Bring out 
thE BEst in thEir tEam

each year, elana rosenfeld and 
Leo Johnson, her husband and 
business partner, leave their 
flourishing coffee company in 
the interior of british columbia 
to travel for up to a month at 
a time to Mexico, nicaragua, 
peru and other countries.
rosenfeld and Johnson have nurtured 

relationships with farmer co-ops in those 

countries that have been crucial to the success 

of kicking horse Coffee Company. it is now 

Canada’s no. 1 fair trade coffee company with 

annual sales of almost two million kilograms 

of organic coffee.

those trips are also an example of the 

relationship that rosenfeld and Johnson 

have fostered with their 50 employees back 

home in invermere, B.C. it’s based on trust, 

employee autonomy and a shared sense 

of mission.

“knowing we can leave the shop in good 

hands allows us to develop a personal 

relationship with local suppliers,” rosenfeld 

says. “in turn, we can report back to our 

employees and customers on how fair trade 

coffee makes a real difference to the lives 

of those who were often exploited. that 

message encourages further support for the 

company’s mission and products.”

nestled in the rocky mountains of southeast 

B.C., kicking horse was founded by rosenfeld 

and Johnson in a garage 15 years ago. they 

pride themselves on an informal and accessible 

management style, regular communication 

with employees and a strong sense of fun 

that permeates the company culture. indeed, 

one of the most potent coffee blends is aptly 

named kick ass.

p h o t o g r a p h y : 

m a r t i n  t E s s l E r

elana Rosenfeld 
CEo,  

kiCking horsE 
CoffEE Company
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work practices include flexible 

hours, daily stretch breaks for 

line workers, catered monthly 

“pow-wows” and official fun 

days for kayaking, skiing or 

Christmas celebrations.

to many entrepreneurs, those 

activities may sound more 

relevant to a holiday camp than a 

multimillion-dollar enterprise. But 

experts insist the keys to building 

an engaged, high-performance 

workforce are more likely to be 

found in kicking horse’s inspiring 

leadership approach than in 

traditional command-and-control 

management techniques.

“doing it from the heart is paying 

off for us,” rosenfeld says. “our 

employees are highly motivated, 

very productive and usually stay 

with us a long time.”

the results are in the numbers at 

kicking horse, a client of BdC 

financing and Consulting. the 

company’s revenue doubled 

annually for the first few years 

and now increases by about 

15% to 20% a year. plant facilities 

were recently expanded to 60,000 square 

feet, including a welcoming cafe where local 

residents can sip the company’s wares. 

high-end chain stores in the u.s. have started 

stocking the company’s product and there 

looks to be much more growth ahead.

motivated by purpose and meaning

there is increasing recognition that employees 

are motivated first and foremost by a 

fundamental need for purpose and meaning 

in their work, says irene lis, a BdC consultant 

in toronto who specializes in human 

resources management.

“obviously, you can’t pay someone 

peanuts and expect the best,” lis says. “But 

once employees are satisfied that their 

compensation is fair, the rest comes down 

to managers and how well they are able to 

engage the staff. to get that engagement, 

employees need to believe in the business and 

the management.”

forty years of research support this view, 

according to the bestselling book Drive: 

the Surprising truth About What Motivates 

Us. for many jobs—where creativity and 

initiative are required—a focus on reward-and-

punishment approaches (“sweeter carrots 

and sharper sticks”) not only doesn’t work in 

getting the best from employees but can also 

frequently do harm.

instead, author daniel pink argues that robust 

employee engagement flows from three 

“deeply human” needs:

 > autonomy—the urge to direct our 

own lives;

 > mastery—the desire to get better at 

something that matters; and

 > purpose—the yearning to work in the 

service of something larger than ourselves.

in becoming a better leader, one of the 

toughest challenges for many entrepreneurs 

is finding the right balance between exercising 

managerial control and truly delegating autho-

rity to employees. yet, delegating responsibility 

is a key to both generating sustainable growth 

and empowering employees.

“kicking horse began as the Elana and leo 

show,” rosenfeld says. “the company is our 

baby, but we can’t do everything. we need 

to delegate more as it gets bigger. so, we have 

to make sure that our team has the tools, 

the power, the freedom and the motivation 

to do the best job that they can.”

while perks like official fun days are eye-catching, 

kicking horse is careful to protect its culture 

by focusing on managing hr fundamentals in 

areas such as hiring and compensation.

good recruitment practices are critical. 

to attract the best people, rosenfeld says 

the company offers competitive wages and 

an above-average benefit package, relative 

to the local economy and the coffee industry. 

then it sets the ground rules for employees 

and diligently monitors performance.

“you have to make your expectations clear,” 

says rosenfeld, who with Johnson is a former 

winner of a BdC young Entrepreneur award. 

“weak players can poison the workplace 

quickly and bring down staff morale.”

tough decisions

accordingly, the company does not shy away 

from tough decisions.

“it’s vital to put together a good team. 

if someone does not fit in, we deal with it 

quickly. we don’t want to be bogged down 

by the drama that can happen in workplaces.”

Bonnie Elliot, a senior Consulting manager 

at BdC, says the kicking horse model can 

be applied to companies in a wide range of  

industries, but cautions that entrepreneurs 

have to be prepared to back up inspiring 

words with sustained action.

“when you walk into the facilities at kicking 

horse, the way people interact makes it 

evident that the place is different from a 

company that is run bureaucratically and 

autocratically,” Elliot says. “the commitment 

to staff well-being and community is not just 

talk, but something that the partners live and 

breathe. the culture starts at the top. you can 

read all the concepts in the world, but unless 

you’re modelling them, they won’t work.

“it takes the right person who can attract the 

right people to share the organization’s vision.”

p h o t o g r a p h y : 

m a r t i n  t E s s l E r



Growth is what an entrepreneurial business is 
all about. But sustaining growth becomes more 
challenging as the business gets larger. Strategies are 
more complex. Management is more demanding. 
Financing is more important. 

Our consulting and fi nancing experts can supply 
the resources your business needs to achieve its 
growth potential. At BDC, it’s entrepreneurs fi rst.
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she agrees that entrepreneurs have to work hard on 

improving their people management skills to be successful 

in building a highly engaged team.

“learning people skills is the work of a whole career,” she 

says. “managers with poor people management skills are 

a leading cause of most hr problems. people quit their 

bosses, not their jobs.

“if  an organization could do only one thing to improve its 

human resources practices and employee relations, it would 

be to train its managers to be effective in communicating, 

delegating and engaging company employees.”

Back at kicking horse, rosenfeld says the company’s 

attitude toward employees is part of a holistic approach 

to business.

“Everything we do has to be high quality,” she says. “and 

i don’t just mean the product. we’re passionate about 

contributing socially and environmentally.

“that commitment starts with our no. 1 asset, our 

people. our priority is to make sure employees are 

looked after and can maintain healthy, fulfilling lives with 

their families.” 

top 10 tips foR successful 
people management

1 treat people 

as individuals, 

not commodities.

2 take the time to 

choose the right 

people, but be prepared 

to make tough decisions 

if they don’t fit in. 

when in doubt, out.

3 communicate, 

communicate, 

communicate. it’s the 

most effective and 

cheapest way to boost 

employee engagement.

4 make your 

expectations clear 

to employees and be 

clear on what your 

employees can expect 

from you.

5 build your culture  

as you grow.

6 if you want to 

grow, you have 

to let go. reduce 

micromanagement and 

start delegating.

7 focus on quality 

rather than 

speed when growing 

the company.

8 managers are 

trained, not 

born. they can be the 

strongest or weakest 

link in an organization. 

train them well.

9 clearly define and 

communicate your 

vision as well as your 

Hr philosophy, strategy 

and processes.

10 employees 

perform 

better when engaged, 

appreciated and inspired. 

that comes from the 

top and has to be 

genuine. walk the talk.
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bdc news
a stRong commitment to 
entRepReneuRs in a volatile economy
economists tell us that canada 
is recovering from the recession, 
but we know conditions are still 
difficult for many businesses and 
entrepreneurs remain cautious.
that’s why we are striving to help our clients 

build their businesses during the recovery with 

flexible support from our financing, consulting 

and venture capital services. in recent months, 

we have helped entrepreneurs position their 

companies for growth by investing to be more 

innovative and productive.

we have also worked hard to promote 

entrepreneurship in Canada because 

we believe resilient, innovative, growing 

businesses are the key to Canada’s prosperity.

here are some things you should know about 

BdC’s recent activities:

 > BdC launched a comprehensive Economic 

recovery loan program to help entre preneurs 

take advantage of the strengthening economy. 

the program supported existing BdC clients 

with pre-approved loans, many of which were 

used to finance working capital requirements 

and make other investments. BdC committed 

$251 million to 3,800 entrepreneurs in all 

regions of the country under the program, 

which ran from July to october 2010.

 > the 2010 edition of small Business week®, 

BdC’s annual tribute to entrepreneurs and 

the vital role they play in our economy, was a 

big success, with activities taking place across 

Canada. Entrepreneurs had the opportunity 

to learn, network and enjoy themselves in the 

company of their peers at 325 local events 

held during the third week of october.

 > we are busy organizing the 2011 edition 

of BdC’s young Entrepreneur awards. the 

awards pay tribute to young entrepreneurs 

who are outstanding not only because of  

their success in business, but also due to their 

creativity, innovative spirit and community 

involvement. winners will be invited to receive 

their awards at a gala in saskatoon on may 3.

we work to ensure that our clients have the 

support they need to succeed. at BdC, it’s 

entrepreneurs first. 
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Using technoLogY to drive 
YoUr bUsiness ahead

By alEx roslin

it wasn’t the worst problem a business owner had ever faced. larry Cox’s 
trucking business was seeing such colossal growth that his computers just 
couldn’t keep up any more. polaris transportation group had ballooned to 
40 trucks from three in a decade. and the company’s hodgepodge of clunky 

old pCs had become a drag on growth.

a motoR 
of gRowth

laRRy cox 
prEsidEnt,  
polaris transportation group

entrepreneUrs
fiRst

p h o t o g r a p h y :  y v E s  l a C o m B E
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“our computer systems were cracking due to 

the sales volume,” Cox says.

he decided to seek the advice of an outside 

consultant. with a $15,000 price tag, it didn’t 

come cheap. nor was Cox entirely sure the 

money wasn’t being wasted. “i’m paying 

someone for their opinion?” he asked himself  

with some disbelief. “that was a chunk of  

money. it could have bought half  a trailer.”

But that decision in 2004 changed everything 

for Cox and mississauga, ontario-based 

polaris. it led to far more than just a vastly 

improved computer network. it also 

transformed the company’s business strategy, 

allowing it to automate some order handling, 

trim costs and start offering real-time tracking 

of shipments to clients.

the technology investment helped polaris 

more than triple sales to $40 million. revenues 

shot up a whopping 28% in 2009–10 alone. the 

company’s carrier fleet now boasts 100 trucks.

“i’ve gone from fear and trepidation about 

technology to embracing it. when you see the 

results, you become much more comfortable 

with it. if  we hadn’t made this investment, our 

growth wouldn’t have happened.”

But this success story is far from the norm 

when it comes to investments in information 

and communications technologies (iCts). 

when small and medium-sized enterprises 

(smEs) go shopping for technology, it’s 

more typical to hear horror stories of costly 

purchases gone awry.

for example, about 75% of purchases of  

enterprise resource planning software—a 

common project—don’t provide a positive 

return on investment for smEs, says BdC 

Consultant rick shaw, who advises polaris. 

one-third of the systems don’t even go live.

“Companies will often buy the wrong system 

from the wrong dealer for the wrong reasons,” 

says shaw, a toronto expert on technology 

and operational efficiency.

iCt purchases go off the rails for lots of  

basic reasons:

 > they’re often made when there’s an 

emergency, not as part of a strategic plan.

 > they tend to be delegated to staff or 

external advisers who have no iCt expertise.

 > alternative suppliers are not researched.

 > Entrepreneurs tend to see iCt as a cost 

centre, not a strategic tool.

and once burned, businesses often hold off 

on other needed iCt investments, leaving 

them without the technology they need 

to compete.

the stakes are high for both individual 

businesses and the economy as a whole. 

Canadian business productivity and innovation 

have fallen behind those of our key trading 

partners, and low private investment levels in 

iCt are contributing to this poor performance.

entrepreneurs reluctant

Cox understands the reluctance of  

other entrepreneurs to invest in iCt. 

“Businesspeople have difficulty spending money 

on something they aren’t familiar with. i have 

no problem investing in a new model of truck 

or trailer. But when i’m faced with technology 

that i can’t touch or feel, it’s harder to see the 

value in it.”

montreal entrepreneur Jack mcdonald saw 

first hand just how badly an iCt purchase can 

go wrong. a few years ago, mcdonald and 

his business partner, mark hanna, needed to 

buy a major new software package for their 

company, leeza distribution.

leeza, which distributes branded surfacing 

material such as floor tiles and quartz-based 

countertops, was growing fast but still using an 

off-the-shelf  accounting system.

without doing the right homework, 

mcdonald bought a new enterprise resource 

planning (Erp) system that was poorly suited 

to the company’s needs. it cost five times 

more than budgeted and was still causing 

frustration five years later.

with a little planning, however, an iCt 

purchase can do much more than just satisfy 

basic business needs, says BdC Consultant 

lawrence young, who has advised leeza on 

the purchase of a new Erp system. it can more 

than pay for itself by boosting profits, enhancing 

competitiveness and reducing employee stress.

the secret, young says, is to follow a detailed 

iCt purchase plan that is aligned with your 

company’s strategic plan.

when mcdonald decided to update his 

Erp system earlier this year, he did things 

differently. first, he brought in outside help. 

he called BdC Consulting and retained 

young, who did an in-depth assessment of  

the company’s requirements. the starting 

point was its strategic plan, which forecasts 

the number of employees tripling to 120 over 

the next five years.

the result: a highly detailed request for 

proposals sent out to vendors that listed 

nearly 1,000 requirements. the top four 

suppliers were each invited to do a half-day 

presentation specifically addressing how 

they’d meet leeza’s needs. this made them 

easier to compare than generic presentations. 

“we were comparing apples with apples, not 

apples with pomegranates,” mcdonald says.

the top two picks were then each brought 

back for a full-day presentation, followed by 

an additional half  day to answer follow-up 

questions. the final choice was about as well 

researched as it could be, mcdonald says, and 

the new system will be a cornerstone of the 

company’s ambitious growth plans.
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a huge challenge

Back at polaris, larry Cox says he has followed 

a similar approach with great success ever 

since that first successful iCt consulting project 

six years ago. polaris is now going through 

another major iCt upgrade that will see 

better real-time tracking of shipments and full 

automation of order processing, including bar 

coding of freight.

it’s a huge challenge. polaris needs to 

integrate data on shipments from all of its 

13 u.s. and three Canadian partner carriers. 

the companies all use different technology. 

some are small local companies that still enter 

orders manually; others are fully automated 

major regional carriers. with a combined 

fleet of 10,000 trucks between them, it’s a 

logistical nightmare.

this time, Cox had no qualms about calling in 

outside help. he hired shaw to give strategic 

management advice on a BdC mandate. shaw 

soon determined that polaris’ skyrocketing 

sales had again left its outmoded computer 

system in the dust.

“they had no idea how many orders they were 

shipping a day. their response time was too 

slow. data management was holding them 

back,” shaw says.

shaw’s first step was to review polaris’s 

operations, see what was working and what 

wasn’t, and find ways to streamline. “people 

think that if  you buy technology, it will solve all 

your problems. you have to have the proper 

manual processes before you automate them.”

shaw then put Cox in touch with a toronto 

iCt firm that specializes in wireless solutions, 

including bar coding. it proposed a software 

and hardware package that promised to solve 

polaris’s order-handling problems—and pay for 

itself  in 15 months.

if  all goes well, Cox sees sales more than 

doubling to $100 million annually in four years.

“it’s one of the most expensive consulting 

projects we have ever done,” Cox says 

“But if  we don’t do it, we won’t survive. 

if  we do, we’ll have a big leap in our capacity 

to move freight.” 10 steps to a successful  
tech investment

how can you make sure your iCt purchase turns into a profitable 
investment—not a nightmare money pit? follow these steps.

1  prepare a strategic plan for your 

business if  you haven’t already done so. 

include a vision for the future and an 

action plan for achieving it.

2 make a list of problems with your 

current iCt and opportunities 

for improvement.

3 Create a “needs assessment” 

for new iCt systems. Be sure to 

base it on your strategic plan and 

include iCt implementation needs, 

such as employee training and any 

needed re-engineering of your 

business processes.

4 assess potential costs and available 

resources. hire an outside consultant 

if needed.

5 use your needs assessment to create 

a request for proposals to send to 

vendors. Be sure to consider smaller 

players—not just the big boys.

6 score how well vendors meet each 

requirement, and determine the total 

cost of ownership of each proposal, 

including costs for licensing, professional 

services and maintenance.

7 invite your top picks to present their 

product. provide them with a “demo 

script” covering the requirements to 

address during their presentation.

8 involve employees throughout the 

process to help ensure their needs are 

met and that they take ownership of  

the new system.

9 with employees’ help, develop an 

“action plan” for implementing the iCt.

10 monitor implementation  

and impacts.

“I’ve gone from fear 
and trepidation 
about technology 
to embracing it.”  
 – Larry Cox
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dan claRke 
prEsidEnt,  
hElly hansEn Canada

featuRe

dRy, waRm 
and safe
innovation infuses 
eveRy aspect of 
helly hansen’s Business
By dEBBiE lawEs

helly hansen canada knows a thing or two about 
innovation. it has to—workers’ lives depend on it.

p H oto g r a p H y :  d a n  c a l l i s

H e l i c o p t e r  c o u rt e s y  o f 

c o u g a r  H e l i c o p t e r s 
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the dartmouth, nova scotia, company keeps thousands 

of workers dry, warm and safe outdoors. its line of  

meticulously designed work wear, including flame-retardant 

suits and thermal layer clothing, and full line of marine 

safety products are sold at more than 1,300 retail stores 

across Canada.

helly hansen has also made its mark as a manufacturer 

and distributor of cold-water survival suits used by major 

oil and gas companies, including hibernia, husky and 

Conocophillips Canada in atlantic Canada.

the company’s innovative mettle was put to the test 

in 2009 when it began upgrading its helicopter passenger 

suit for the offshore industry—a process that typically takes 

24 months. a key client needed the suits in less than half  

that time.

it was a herculean task, but the company’s 120 employees 

were able to do a full redesign, certification and retrofit on 

1,800 survival suits in just eight months.

“we had to create new production and quality control 

processes to meet the timelines, while producing a 

suit that fits a much broader range of  individual sizes,” 

says dan Clarke, president of  helly hansen 

Canada, a privately held Canadian company 

that operates under licence from helly 

hansen of  oslo, norway. “it was tough but 

we did it. it’s now the survival suit of  choice in 

newfoundland and nova scotia.”

Clarke adds that retrofitting 1,800 survival 

suits in eight months would not have been 

possible without having skilled people in 

atlantic Canada.

“no doubt it would be less expensive to run 

our factory in the far East, but we would not 

be able to respond as readily and rapidly to 

our customers needs,” he says.

while governments and industry think tanks 

brainstorm on ways to encourage more small 

and medium-sized companies to invest in 

innovation, helly hansen walks the talk in every 

corner of its operations.

millions invested in innovation

it invests about $750,000 annually in research and 

development for new products, and has invested millions 

of dollars more over the past few years to improve its 

processes, procedures, distribution and customer service.

“innovation for us isn’t just about a scientific review of a 

new flame-retardant garment; it’s a 360-degree approach 

to our business,” Clarke says.

in 2009, helly hansen, a client of BdC financing and 

Consulting, launched a new corporate program to focus 

on three pillars: solid customer relationships, satisfied 

employees and innovation.

“our innovation is driven by the fact that we’re a small 

company competing against very large companies. 

that requires being innovative all the time, be it in 

processes, procedures, products or in how we serve 

our customers.”

the global economic downturn presented even more 

challenges. helly hansen saw its sales drop to $22 million 

in 2009 from $25 million in 2008. it also found itself  with 

“We’re like a 
zodiac boat 
trying to sink 
a battleship.” 
 – Dan Clarke



remember what 

happens when the 

economy slows down. 

keep a tight rein at all times 

on inventory levels and 

working capital.

listen to and support 

your customers. helly 

hansen ensures its retail 

distributors have everything they 

need to sell its products, from good 

point-of-purchase material to 

product training.

Innovation 

need not be drastic. 

Focus on incremental 

improvements to all aspects of  

your business, including products, 

processes, procedures, 

distribution and 

customer service.

Don’t sacrifice 

quality for price. 

High quality standards 

can differentiate you 

from competitors.

Adopt information 

technology to improve 

invoicing, forecasting and 

inventory management. It can 

reduce costs and shorten product 

development cycles.

Is your business performing at its best? Peak operational 
effi ciency happens when the right combination of 
people, processes and technology come together in a 
lean operation. 

Our consulting and fi nancing experts can provide you 
with the resources you need to attain peak effi ciency, 
making your company more productive, agile and 
profi table. At BDC, it’s entrepreneurs fi rst.

PROFIT FROM 
PEAK 
PERFORMANCE
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more inventory than needed and had to act fast to correct 

the situation.

“it was the biggest lesson we learned. we got caught in a 

rapidly growing marketplace, and the problem with that is 

you forget what’s on the back shelf. then all of a sudden 

you have an inventory problem.”

the company decided to implement a new database 

system to better plan inventory levels. it introduced 

another system to make invoicing of major dealers more 

manageable and efficient. and it added new analytical 

reports and forecasting tools.

after the changes, a BdC consultant carried out an 

efficiency assessment of helly hansen’s plant, r&d division 

and logistics group, and gave the company a glowing report.

the bottom line? helly hansen reduced its inventory costs 

by 33%—or about $4 million—over the past two years. 

the changes also shortened its product development 

cycles by 40%.

“we have a solid niche market but there are always bigger 

competitors trying to move into our space,” Clarke says. 

we’re like a zodiac boat trying to sink a battleship. if we’re 

not innovative, we’re going to get run over.” 

lessons 
leaRned
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in her own
woRds

Mary-Eve ruel used to dream about making her mark in 

the world of  fashion, but not as an entrepreneur. After 

studying fashion marketing in Quebec City, she joined 

Uranium, a company that designs and sells Canadian-

made clothes, jewellery and accessories. Four years later, 

the founder of  Uranium asked her to take over the com-

pany. At the time, she was only 22, and had no personal 

assets and not much of  a track record. However, the 

founder of  Uranium, Annie Bédard, saw in her the deter-

mination and passion of  a true leader.

Five years later, ruel has not only learned how to run a 

business, she has transformed it. She moved the head 

office from Quebec City to Montreal and developed a dis-

tribution network of  120 points of  sale across Canada. She 

recently opened an online store and hired a community 

manager to promote the Uranium brand in social media. 

today, she distributes her products in Canada, the United 

States and Europe. the future looks promising.

I  had to do an InternshIp as part of my 

studIes. i knew about uranium because i’d seen its 

products in the stores. i found out that its offices were 

in Quebec City and i contacted the company about 

doing an internship. they needed someone on the 

team right away and they hired me even before my 

internship started.

When I started I Was prIntIng labels, doIng 

Inventory. i started at the bottom of the ladder, but 

i never complained. i was never bored at uranium. 

i  liked the ambiance, the company’s vision and 

the team.

over the years, I Was gradually gIven jobs 

WIth more responsIbIlIty. in 2004, uranium was 

established across Canada and starting to take part in 

trade shows in the united states.

at the tIme, I dIdn’t speak englIsh. that was 

a big personal challenge. i started listening to lots of  

things in English to get an ear for it, to be able to func-

tion in English. that helped me to work at trade shows 

with the uranium team.

In 2006, the founder asked me to take over 

uranIum. she had other projects she wanted to work 

on and she wanted to pass the torch to someone who 

would carry on the business.

I  had never dreamed of beIng an entrepre-

neur! i loved fashion. i was passionate about my work, 

but i had never imagined running my own business. 

i saw myself  working for the founder of uranium for 

the rest of my life.

I thInk the founder saW In me someone Who 

Was lIke herself: a young, creative woman who is 

passionate about fashion and sees a big future for the 

uranium brand.

I Was scared. I  saW the proposal as a mar-

rIage, a commItment. i thought: “oh my god, if  

i say yes, this will be it for the rest of my life!”

I  fInally agreed to take on the challenge 

and We prepared to do It. i was only 22. we 

had to find financing to transfer the business but my 

personal net worth was pretty limited…i didn’t own 

a home, didn’t have a partner…it was a big challenge.

I dIdn’t Want a co-sIgner on the loan, WhIch 

made It even more dIffIcult. i became the sole 

shareholder of the company and i didn’t want anyone 

else to be involved in my decision.

maRy-eve Ruel 
ownEr, 
uranium dEsign

A jewel of A business
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Creativity fuels 
young entrepreneur’s 
surprising Career

maRy-eve Ruel 
ownEr, 
uranium dEsign

I  Was young and fInancIal InstItutIons 

Weren’t WIllIng to take that rIsk. But i was 

fortunate to be buying an established business with a 

proven track record that was doing well. the founder 

was also there for me. we finally found people — par-

ticularly at BdC — who were open minded and agreed 

to help me.

the transfer Was very emotIonal. over the 

years, the founder of uranium and i had become very 

close. and we’re still very good friends.

the day of the transfer, january 31, 2006, We 

also moved the company from Quebec cIty 

to montreal. we had decided we had to bring 

uranium closer to the fashion world.

the fIrst year Was tough. i had to rebuild the 

team in a new city and learn how to run a business. 

i didn’t have the resources that an established entre-

preneur has. Every day brought new challenges.

p H oto g r a p H y : 

s t é p H a n e  c H a m pa g n e

A jewel of A business
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at the tIme, I Would say to myself: “If It Were 

easy, everyone Would have theIr oWn busIness.” 

that became my mantra. although things are easier for me 

now than they were at the beginning, i still think that if  it 

were easy, there wouldn’t be anything special about being 

an entrepreneur.

I  decIded to stop takIng part In trade shoWs 

abroad to concentrate on managIng the busIness. 

i wanted to learn the basics, build a strong team, improve 

my English and do well in Canada before returning to the 

international arena. that strategy has worked well.

last year, uranIum Was chosen to represent montreal 

at the Who’s next shoW In parIs. over the years, we 

have proven that we are strong enough not only to build a 

greater presence in the Canadian market, but also to have 

an international presence.

last year We opened an onlIne store, WhIch gave 

us a neW WIndoW on the World. uranium now ships 

its products to new york, paris, vancouver and lots of other 

places. having the online store also strengthens our brand 

image and puts our name out there.

We recently sIgned an agreement WIth a dIs-

trIbutor In calIfornIa. that will help us continue 

to make inroads in the united states with the new 2011 

spring collection.

uranIum desIgns Its collectIons around four 

fIctIonal characters, each WIth theIr oWn per-

sonalIty. it’s a marketing concept that works very well. 

we offer our clients more than jewellery and accessories; 

we offer the values our characters embody. Each product 

bears a medallion that represents the character’s values 

and spirituality.

I fInd It easIer to desIgn for luv machIne, a female 

character Who embodIes both rock and glamour, 

WIth a dark, metal sIde. But i wear a lot of the prod-

ucts from the collection created for lucie, a more 1950s, 

rockabilly type. stella is very romantic, very feminine. i also 

like designing for our male character, hayden, because i love 

everything retro-futuristic. people who like uranium know 

which character they associate with.

I desIgn all of uranIum’s collectIons. i save hun-

dreds of pictures that inspire me, give me ideas. i check out 

the fashion shows and trend reports. the internet is also 

a vital tool. Blogs and social media tell us a lot about what 

people like.

I  have a creatIve sIde and a busIness sIde, tWo 

thIngs you need to be successful. i’ve learned that 

creativity isn’t only product design and development. it’s 

also solving problems, finding solutions. all entrepreneurs 

are creative to some extent.

What I lIke most about beIng an entrepreneur Is 

the constant challenge. it’s also seeing the results we 

get as a team in building the uranium brand.

stress Is unavoIdable When you’re an entrepre-

neur. you have to learn how to manage it. the amount of  

work doesn’t bother me, but i’m often afraid that we won’t 

be able to meet deadlines, that a problem will come up.

as an entrepreneur, you have to be WIllIng to gIve 

yourself to It body and soul. you have to set an example. 

we cannot ask our people to be more dedicated than we are. 

we have to be willing to do everything, show that we believe 

in our vision and be completely invested in it. 

as told to JohannE BissonnEttE.  

for morE information on uranium visit www.uranium.ws

“If it were easy, there 
wouldn’t be anything 
special about being 
an entrepreneur.”
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ask a pro
Put your business 

question to a 

BDC Consulting 

expert through 

our free Ask a Pro 

service by visiting 

the Advice Centre 

at BDC.ca. You 

can also consult 

previous questions 

and answers, and 

sign up for our 

online newsletter, 

eProfit$, with 

its monthly 

selection of  

original articles to 

help you manage 

your business — 

and yourself.

qUestions & 
answeRs

q how do you assess the export potential of a product 

in terms of its quality and market  potential?

a generally, you assess the export potential of any product 

or service the same way you assess its potential in your 

home market. this involves forming a business plan for launch of  

the particular product or service, one that factors in the market, 

competitive factors, operational factors, marketing tactics and, 

of course, budgeting.

unlike planning for a launch in your home market, however, 

planning for export involves other factors—such as language, local 

cultural differences and delivery over great distances. Each will 

present a special problem. the perception of quality may differ 

from country to country, depending on the needs of customers in 

each country. similarly, markets in each country may vary widely 

in their comfort level with your product or service.

these decisions at the heart of  the strategic planning process 

require a deep understanding of your target market, which depends 

on the depth of information you can locate in advance. you can 

obtain much of this information from the Canada trade office or 

from foreign governments. many exporters planning to deliver 

products or services in foreign countries partner with a similar 

local company. this partner is immersed in the local culture and 

usually has a better understanding of the subtleties involved in local 

business. also, many exporters first refine their systems in countries 

closer to home, such as the united states. this way, mistakes can 

be corrected more easily.

q i run a small trucking company, and larger companies 

have started to drop their prices to cut smaller 

companies out. how should we fight back?

a this is a strategy known as price taking, and is happening 

in many industries. with this strategy, companies hope to 

grab market share by lowering their prices.

But this technique leads only one way. when companies begin 

price cutting, the marketplace rapidly converts to a commodity 

market where the only real differentiator is price. Essentially, the 

lowest price rules.

it is unlikely that you can compete against larger companies on 

price alone. they simply have more resources and can outlast 

you. when the competition is eliminated, prices will probably go 

up again.

having said that, you can still fight back with a “judo strategy.” use 

your opponents’ strengths against them, keeping them constantly 

off balance through your agility, creativity and ability to be flexible. 

differentiate yourself  so that you can maintain higher prices.

generally, larger competitors can compete on low pricing because 

they use systems that serve the masses and therefore cut out many 

niche buyers. your job as a differentiated service provider is to find 

the problems within that system and solve them. weed out those 

buyers who care only about price, and concentrate on those who 

want more. 



FROM HOME OFFICE  
TO HEAD OFFICE
At BDC, we’re dedicated to taking entrepreneurs to the next level. 
You can count on our flexible financing and consulting services to provide 
you with made-to-measure solutions — so that your business gets exactly 
what it needs. At BDC, it’s entrepreneurs first. 


